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The Dynamic Molecular Collision~DMC! model is constructed for accurate and realistic
simulations of rarefied gas flows of nonpolar diatomic molecules by the Direct Simulation Monte
Carlo~DSMC! method. This model is applicable for moderate temperatures~ p to a few hundred K
for nitrogen!, where most molecules are in the vibrational ground state and the vibrational degree of
freedom can be neglected. In this range, moreover, the rotational energy can be considered as a
continuous one. The collisions of diatomic molecules are simulated many times by the Molecular
Dynamics ~MD! method at various initial conditions. The site to site potential is used as an
intermolecular one. The collision cross section is developed from the database obtained by MD
simulation and kinetic theory of viscosity coefficient of diatomic molecules. The probability density
function of energy after collision is also developed using the database. In order to verify the DMC
model, two flow fields are simulated. First, the DMC model is applied to the simulation of the
translational and rotational energy distribution at the equilibrium condition and the results are
compared with the Maxwell distribution. The results agree very well with each other. Second, the
DMC model is applied to the simulation of the rotational relaxation through low and high Mach
number normal shock wave. These results also agree very well with the experimental results of
Robben and Talbot, although the upstream rotational temperature is a little lower. ©1999















































There is an increasing requirement to simulate hig
nonequilibrium rarefied gas flows such as the shock w
generated at the space plane when it reenters the atmosp
or the free-expansion jet to make a molecular beam for
films produced in semiconductor fabrication. Relaxation
diatomic molecules in nonequilibrium flows is very differe
from that of monatomic molecules due to the internal d
grees of freedom. It is important to study the effect of t
internal degrees of freedom upon the energy transfer betw
colliding diatomic molecules.
The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo~DSMC! method is
widely used to simulate rarefied gas flows. Many scheme
simulate the collision of molecules have been developed1–3
Previous studies have shown that the DSMC method is
to simulate monatomic rarefied gas flows very well.1 Poly-
atomic rarefied gas flows, however, in which the gas m
ecules are able to transfer energy among translational, r
tional and vibrational degrees of freedom cannot
accurately predicted using simple collision models. Lars
and Borgnakke4 modeled the energy transfer between tra
lational and internal degrees of freedom by assuming that
total energy is redistributed statistically using the appropr
equilibrium distribution function with an unrealistic consta
rotational collision numberZR to restrict the energy transfe
Parker5 developed the variable rotational collision numb
ZR , using classical mechanics and Boyd
6–9 improved the1901070-6631/99/11(7)/1907/14/$15.00

















Larsen Borgnakke~LB! model by using Parker’s expressio
for variableZR . The profiles of the number density and r
tational temperature of a shock wave agree well with exp
mental results by Robben and Talbot10 with some adjustable
parameters. Koura proposed the Statistical Inelastic C
Section~SICS! model,11,12which assumes local detailed ba
ance and employs Parker’s rotational energy gain funct
These results have slightly better agreement with the exp
mental data of Robben and Talbot compared to other mod
It can be said, however, that all of these models are unab
predict the nonequilibrium condition, because they assu
some unrealistic conditions like local equilibrium, whic
cannot be assumed in a strong nonequilibrium condition,
the adjustable parameters must be determined so tha
results are consistent with the experimental results. The C
sical Trajectory Calculations~CTC! DSMC method13 is
based on the collision dynamics, and it can be applied to
strong nonequilibrium condition like a high Mach numb
shock wave. The results agree with experimental res
without any adjustable parameters. This method, howeve
not practical to simulate a large flow field because the s
of molecules after collision must be calculated by the M
l cular Dynamics~MD! method directly and this requires
very large computation time.
In the present study, the Dynamic Molecular Collisio
~DMC! model for nonpolar diatomic molecules is co
structed based on the collision dynamics like the CT
DSMC method. This model can be applied to predict stro7 © 1999 American Institute of Physics





























































1908 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 T. Tokumasu and Y. Matsumotononequilibrium flows without adjustable parameters beca
the unrealistic condition like local equilibrium is not a
sumed in this model. In our method, however, the state
molecules after collision is determined by the model funct
derived by the MD simulation instead of the direct M
simulation in case of the CTC-DSMC method. Therefore,
simulation time of our method becomes much smaller th
the CTC-DSMC method. To make the data referred to in
DSMC simulation, a large number of inelastic collisions
diatomic molecules are simulated by using the MD meth
for nitrogen. The detailed method of this simulation is wr
ten in Sec. II. The Lennard-Jones~LJ! potential between at
oms is obtained based on the results of van der Avo
Wormer and Jansen.14–16The detailed properties of the sta
of molecules after collision are discussed. The validity of
LJ potential is also discussed in this section. The DM
model is developed in Sec. III. The kinetic equation of t
viscosity coefficient of diatomic molecules is used to det
mine the total collision cross section. The integral part of t
equation is estimated by the database obtained by the
simulation. For shorter simulation time, the inelastic cro
section is defined based on the amount of energy tran
The model probability density function of translational a
rotational energy after collision is defined to reproduce
statistical property of that obtained by the MD simulation
They are constructed so that the initial energy of the collis
molecules is the only independent variable. A database
the collision cross section and the probability density fu
tion is constructed for the DMC model. To make sure of
validity, this model is applied to two DSMC simulations
Sec. IV. The null-collision17 technique is used to estimate th
collision number in each cell. First, the translational and
tational energy distributions at the equilibrium condition a
simulated and the results are compared with the Maxw
distribution. Second, the rotational relaxation of nitrogen
the low and high Mach number normal shock wave is sim
lated. The profiles of number density, rotational temperat
and the relaxation of rotational energy distributions are co
pared with the experimental results of Robben and Talbo10
II. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION
A large number of collision of diatomic molecules mu
be simulated by the MD method. Nitrogen, N2 , molecules
are used as the collision molecules. Since the DMC mode
constructed to simulate the flow field at moderate tempe
tures~about several hundred K!, both collision molecules can
be assumed as rigid rotators, and vibration and dissocia
of the molecules can be neglected. Moreover, the quan
effect of rotational energy can be ignored and the rotatio
energy can be assumed as a continuous one.
A. Intermolecular potential
In the present study, the intermolecular potential is
scribed as the sum of the four interatomic potentials. T
interatomic potential is taken to be the Lennard-Jones~12-6!
































V~r i j !54«aH S sar i j D
12
2S sar i j D
6J , ~1!
wherer i j is the distance between atomi of molecule 1 and
atomj of molecule 2. The potential parameters, (a ,«a), are
determined by comparison with the intermolecular poten
obtained byab initio calculation, hereafter called ‘‘van de
Avoird, Wormer and Jansen~AWJ! potential.’’14–16 As
shown in Fig. 1, the system of the two rigid molecules
determined by the intermolecular relative position vectorR
5(R,Q,F) of the center of mass of molecule 2 with respe
to that of molecule 1 and the interatomic relative positi
vector r i5(r i ,u i ,f i) of the diatomic moleculei (51,2). In
order to simplify the calculations, we have chosen a spe
frame with thez axis alongR (Q5F50) and molecule 2 in
the x2z plane (f250). Since the interatomic distancer i is
invariant, only the internal coordinatesR,u1 ,f1 ,u2 are var-
ied. The two potentials are expressed asV(R,u1 ,u2 ,f1).
The averaged AWJ potential at molecular distanceR,
VAWJ














VAWJ~R,u1i ,u2 j ,f1k!,
~2!















The averaged LJ potentialVLJ
ave(R) at the potential pa-
rameters (sa ,«a) is calculated by the same method. Th
potential parameters (sa ,«a) are determined so that the di
ference betweenVAWJ
ave (R) andVLJ
ave(R) reaches a minimum




The averaged AWJ and LJ potential curves are show
Fig. 2. In this figure, the monatomic LJ potential obtain
from the experimental data of viscosity coefficient18 is also




shown in this figure, the averaged AWJ potential and av
FIG. 1. The coordinate system used to calculate the averaged interat






































1909Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 DMC Model for Rarefied Gas Flow simulations by DSMCaged LJ potential agree very well with each other even at
potential well. It is also shown that these potentials ag
well with the monatomic LJ potential atR.5.0 Å, but they
are different from each other near the potential well and
repulsive region. It is important that the intermolecular p
tential must be described accurately near the potential
for the energy transfer to be calculated accurately. For
reason, the LJ potential obtained by the sum of four inter
tion potentials from Eq.~1! is used to calculate energy tran
fer at the collision.
B. Numerical method
The motion of the center of mass of the two collisio
molecules is described by a coordinate system fixed so
its origin coincides with the center of mass of the syste
hereafter called ‘‘space coordinate system.’’ The orientat
of a rigid body specifies the relation between the space
ordinate system and a coordinate system fixed with respe
a molecule so that its origin coincides with the center
mass of the atoms of each molecule and thez-axis coincides
with the axis of the molecule, hereafter called ‘‘molecu
coordinate system.’’ The relationship between the two co
dinate systems is described by the Euler angles (f i ,u i ,c i)
of diatomic moleculei (51,2).19 The subscript (x,y,z) rep-
resents the values in space coordinate system and (x8,y8,z8)
in the molecular coordinate system.
The equations of translational motion of molecules 1













~2F i j !, ~4!
wheremm is the mass of a molecule, andX5(x,y,z) is the
position of the center of mass of each molecule.F i j is the
force which acts between the atomi (51,2) of molecule 1
and the atomj ( j 51,2) of molecule 2. This force is obtaine
by
FIG. 2. Potential curves of the averaged AWJ and LJ potential and
potential obtained by experiment.~a! averaged AWJ potential;~b! averaged
LJ potential withsa53.17310
210 m and«a56.52310
222 J; ~c! LJ poten-
tial from the viscosity coefficient withsm53.80310
210 m and «m59.86
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8 D r i j . ~5!
The equations of rotational motion of molecules 1 and
are described in the molecular coordinate system as
Iv̇185T18 , Iv̇285T28 , ~6!
I denotes the inertia tensor whose components are obta
as I x8x85I y8y851/2mar c
2([I ), I z8z850 and I i j ( iÞ j )50
where r c is the interatomic distance of each molecule a
taken to be 1.094 Å for nitrogen,20 andma is the mass of an











~F1 jx82F2 jx8!, T1z850.
The acting torques for molecule 2 are obtained by replac
subscript 1 in Eqs.~7! with subscript 2 and subscript 2 wit
subscript 1.
The change of the orientation of molecules and the
rection of rotational vector are described as the change of
Euler angle (f,u,c).19 The parametersf,u denote the ini-
tial orientation of the molecules andc denotes the initial
direction of rotational vector. In the present study, t
quaternion method is used to calculate the change of


































D 5 12 S j1 2h1 2z1 2x1h1 j1 2x1 z1z1 x1 j1 2h1




The quaternions for molecule 2 are also obtained by rep
ing subscript 1 in Eqs.~8!–~12! with subscript 2.
The diagram of this simulation is shown in Fig. 3. F
initial conditions, the relative velocityv1 , v2(52v1) is
taken to be parallel to thex axis of the space coordinat
system. The two molecules are located at a distance ofsa
parallel to thex axis so that the initial interaction potentia
can be neglected. The initial position vectors of molecule
or 2 are given by
J























































whereb is the initial impact parameter. The initial relativ
velocity v1 , v2 and the initial angular velocityv1 , v2 of
















, v2y850, v2z850, ~18!
whereetr is the relative translational energy ander1 ander2
are the initial rotational energy of molecule 1 and 2, resp
tively. In this paper, they are described as the unit of te




kTtr , er15kTr1, er25kTr2. ~19!
In order to reproduce the realistic collision probability abo
initial orientation of molecule, the direction of rotational ve
tor and impact parameter the impact parameterb is chosen to
be
b5bmaxAR, ~20!










wherebmax is the maximum impact parameter over which t
change of state of the collision molecule is negligible andR
is a uniform random number in the range of~0,1!. In the
present study, the set of Eqs.~4! and ~6! is numerically
solved using the leap-frog method. In this simulation, ene
is nondimensionalized by«a , length bysa , and mass by
ma . The time stepnt is chosennt50.1310
215 s for cal-
culation accuracy. The numerical convergence of solution
confirmed by checking the conservation of total ener
Since the dimensionless total energy changes by less
1026, it can be said that the simulation is accurate enou
The MD simulation is completed when the collision mo
ecules are far enough apart from each other to neglect
potential energy between the two molecules. The rela




8 ) of molecules 1 and 2 and initial impact pa
rameterb are recorded. The translational and rotational e



















In the present study, the simulations are carried
10 000 times at one combination of initial energ
(Ttr ,Tr1,Tr2) by changing the impact parameter according
Eq. ~20! and the initial Euler angle from Eqs.~21! and~22!.
Moreover, the set of simulations must be carried out at v
ous initial energies (Ttr ,Tr1,Tr2) to make the data cover th
whole range of energy in the DSMC simulation. In the ca
of 700 K ~the maximum temperature at which the vibration
degree of freedom is negligible!, the probability for the
translational energyTtr to become less than 2000 K is 0.8
and the probability for the rotational energyTr1 ~or Tr2) to
become less than 2000 K is 0.94. Therefore, it can be s
that the flows at the temperature of middle range can
simulated accurately with the MD data at which the com
nation of energy is less than 2000 K. Therefore, the se
simulations are carried out at 858 (11378) combination of
initial energy by changingTtr into 50, 100, 150, 200, 400
600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1600 and 2000 K~11 cases! andTr1,
Tr2 into 0, 50, 100, 150, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 12
1600, 2000 K (12311/2112578 cases by identifying the
combinations about the exchange betweenTr1 and Tr2). In
this paper,bmax is given as 3.0sa whenTtr is less than 150
K and 2.5 whenTtr is more than 200 K. The rotational cha
acteristic temperature of N2 is 2.878 K and is much lower
than 50 K. For this reason, it is valid to consider the ro
tional energy as a continuous one. The vibrational charac
istic temperature of N2 is 3776 K and is higher than 2000 K
For this reason, it is valid to neglect the vibrational energ
C. Binary collision of two molecules
Figure 4 shows the time history of the translational, r
tational 1 and 2, potential and total energy during the co
sion of two molecules. The initial energy of the collisio










































1911Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 DMC Model for Rarefied Gas Flow simulations by DSMC~19!, and the random number in Eq.~20! is given so that the
impact parameterb becomes 1.0sa . The initial orientation of
molecule and direction of the rotational vector are random
determined.
As shown in the upper figure, the potential energyepot
decreases and the relative translational energytr increases
~this means that the molecules fall into the potential well
the molecules approach each other!. The molecule passe
through the potential well and reaches the repulsive reg
The energy transfer between translation and rotation oc
mainly in this region. For this case, the relative translatio
energy increases and rotational energy of molecules 1 a
decrease. The amount of decrease ofr1 ander2, however, is
different. At last, the molecule passes through the poten
well and the energy of each degree of freedom does
change after the two molecules apart from each other.
shown in the lower figure, the potential energyepot decreases
and the relative translational energyetr increases like the
upper figure. However, the energy after collision in the low
figure is different from that in the upper figure dependi
upon the initial orientation of the molecules and the direct
of the rotational vector, even though the initial translation
and rotational energy is the same. It is shown that the t
energy is well conserved compared with the amount of
ergy transfer at the collision. For this reason, the time s
Dt is small enough.
FIG. 4. The typical process of energy transfer atTtr5400 K, Tr15400 K,
Tr25600 K, andb51.0sa . Time is reduced bysaAma /«a and energy by
«a . In these two figures, the initial orientation of molecules and the ini















In order to study the effect of the initial orientation o
the molecule and the direction of the rotational vector,
translational energy after collision is plotted in Fig. 5 for
variety of initial orientations of molecules, initial direction
of the rotational vector and the impact parameter. In the
per figure, the random numbers off1 ,c1 in Eq. ~21! are
varied so thatf1 ~which denotes the initial orientation o
molecule 1! changes from 0 to 2p and c1 ~which denotes
the initial direction of rotational vector of molecule 1!
changes from 0 to 2p. The impact parameterb is fixed as
1.0 sa . The random number ofu1 in Eq. ~21! and those in
Eq. ~22! are fixed. In the lower figure, the random numbe
of f1 in Eq. ~21! and that ofb in Eq. ~20! are varied so that
f1 changes from 0 to 2p andb changes from 0 tobmax. In
this simulation,bmax is given as 2.0sa . The other random
number in Eq.~21! and those in Eq.~22! are fixed. In these
two figures, the initial energy of the collision molecules
given asTtr5Tr15Tr25400 K in Eq.~19!.
As shown in the upper figure, the translational ener
after collision changes very complicatedly and is sensitive
a small change of the initial orientation of molecules or t
initial direction of the rotational vector. The functional rela
tionship is also very complicated. As shown in the low
figure, the translational energy after collision does n
change regardless of the initial orientation when the imp
parameter is more than about 1.3sa . The translational en-
ergy after collision, however, also changes very complic
edly by changing the initial orientation of the molecule or t
impact parameter like the upper figure when the impact
rameter is less than about 1.3sa . Moreover, it is not as
important to determine the energy after collision as a fu
l
FIG. 5. The effect of initial orientation, initial direction of rotational vecto
and impact parameter on energy transfer atTtr5400 K, Tr15400 K and
Tr25600 K. The translational energy after collision,etr8 , is reduced by«a
and the impact parameter bysa . Upper: translational energy after collisio
against the initial orientation or initial direction of rotational vector; lowe
translational energy after collision against the initial orientation and imp

























































1912 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 T. Tokumasu and Y. Matsumototion of initial orientation of molecules, the initial direction o
the rotational vector or impact parameter except for the fl
fields in which the initial orientations, the initial directions o
the rotational vector or the impact parameters of the collis
molecules are not distributed according to Eqs.~20!, ~21! and
~22! are simulated. Therefore in the DMC model the pro
ability density functions of translational and rotational e
ergy after collision are constructed as a function of only
initial energy (etr ,er1,er2) by integrating the effects of the
initial orientation of molecules, the initial direction of th
rotational vector and impact parameter.
D. Statistical behavior of the state of molecules after
collision
The relation between the impact parameter and the
of energy transfer is required to estimate the probability d
sity function of energy after collision. Figure 6 shows t
rate of translational energy transfer against impact param
for Ttr5400 K, Tr15400 K, Tr25600 K andbmax53.0sa ,
where the rate of energy transfer is defined asS5uetr8
2etru/etr . As shown in this figure, the rate of energy trans
is distributed very widely from 0 to 2.5 whenb is less than
about 1.5sa . However, the rate of energy transfer converg
very rapidly nearb51.5sa and becomes nearly 0 withou
deviation whenb is more than 1.5sa . These molecules ca
be considered to not collide with each other. Now define
largest impact parameter at whichS is greater than 0.1 a
thresholdD. The molecules which collide within impact pa
rameterD is defined as ‘‘collision molecules’’ and the mo
ecules which collide overD is defined as ‘‘no-collision mol-
ecules.’’
The probability density functions of translational and r
tational energy after collision are defined as the function
only the initial energy (etr ,er1,er2) by the sum of the results
of MD simulation of which the impact parameters are le
than D. As a result, it is found that the function for th
translational and rotational energy distribution has a sim
shape in all simulated conditions. A typical result is sho
as the dash lines in Fig. 7. As shown in this figure, t
probability density functions of translational and rotation
FIG. 6. The rate of translational energy transfer,S, against impact paramete















energy after collision have their peaks at the initial ene
and long tails on both sides. The probability density fun
tions decrease exponentially. In the case of rotational ene
however, the probability neare50 is greater compared with
the exponential function. The reason is explained as follo
Let’s consider that the two molecules collide and t
rotational energy of molecule 1 changes fromIv1x8
2 /2
to Iv1x8
2 /8. Two cases are considered in this collisio
First, the angular momentum is changed from (v1x8 ,0,0)
to (v1x8/2,0,0) ~hereafter called as ‘‘Case 1’’!. Second,
the angular momentum is changed from (v1x8 ,0,0) to
(2v1x8/2,0,0) ~hereafter called as ‘‘Case 2’’!. The two en-
rgies after collision are the same in these two cases.
interaction between molecules in Case 2, however, is st
ger than that in Case 1. For this reason, the probability
Case 2 becomes smaller than that of Case 1. Therefore, t
two cases must be distinguished. In the present paper,
rotational energy after collision is estimated with the sign
thex8 component of angular momentum in order to consid
the direction of angular momentum. The replotted data of
dash lines of Fig. 7 are shown in the bold lines of this figu
As shown in this figure, the shape of the function is closer
that of the exponential one.
E. Verification of the potential
In order to verify the LJ potential, similar results ob
tained by the LJ or AWJ potential are compared with ea
other. The calculation procedure, however, is very com
cated and the simulation time is much longer than that for
LJ potential. For this reason, the LJ potential is verified
only a limited number of combinations of initial energy.
The individual collision processes are compared us
the LJ and AWJ potentials. The results are shown in Fig
The initial energy is Ttr5400 K, Tr15400 K and Tr2
5600 K. The initial orientation and the direction of rota
tional vector and impact parameter are the same. As sh
FIG. 7. The probability density functions of translational and rotation
energy after collision atTtr5400 K, Tr15400 K andTr25600 K. Energy is
reduced by«a and probability density function by 1/«a . Bold lines: with
considering the sign of angular momentum; Dashed lines: without con




























1913Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 DMC Model for Rarefied Gas Flow simulations by DSMCin this figure, the energy after collision is different from ea
other by the difference of potential although the initial co
ditions are the same.
Then, the probability density functions of translation
and rotational energy after collision are compared with e
other. Typical results are shown in Fig. 9. The initial ener
FIG. 8. The energy transfer at collision compared with the LJ and A
potential atTtr5200 K, Tr15400 K andTr25600 K. In these two figures
the random numbers of Eqs.~20!–~22! are the same. Upper: LJ potentia
lower: AWJ potential.
FIG. 9. The probability density functions of translational and rotatio
energy after collision atTtr5400 K, Tr15400 K andTr25600 K. compared
with the LJ and AWJ potential. In these two figures, the random number




is Ttr5400 K, Tr15400 K andTr25600 K. The initial orien-
tation of molecule, direction of rotational vector and impa
parameter are given as in Eqs.~20!–~22!. The number of
collision pairs,N, is 128 000. As shown in this figure, th
two results agree well with each other. The simulated res
at different temperatures show similar results. As shown
these figures, the probability density functions of both t
translational and rotational energy after collision agree w
with each other even though the individual collision is d
ferent. For this reason, the LJ potential function can be u
to determine the statistical properties like probability dens
functions for the energy after collision.
III. DYNAMIC MOLECULAR COLLISION „DMC… MODEL
A. Collision cross sections
In the present paper, the collision cross section is de
mined based on the equation of the viscosity coefficient
diatomic molecules derived by Wang-Chang a






E Qm dj, ~24!
where k is Boltzmann constant andT is temperature. The
integral*( )dj specifies


















2 Ddg dJ1 dJ2 , ~25!
whereSR54p
2IkT, g is the relative velocity,J1 , J2 is the
angular momenta of molecules 1 and 2, respectively. In
~24!, Qm is the viscosity cross section, which is the functio
of relative velocityg and angular momentaJ1 , J2 as
Qm5E S g44 sin2 x1 13 ~Der !22 12 ~Der !2sin2 x Ddt,
~26!
whereDer5er18 1er28 2er12er2 andx is the scattering angle
The relationship between the rotational energy and ang
momentum is obtained aser15J1
2/2I and er25J2
2/2I . The
integral*( )dt mentioned above specifies















3S df1p D S df2p D S dc12p D S dc22p D S d~cosu1!2 D
3S d~cosu2!2 D S d~b2!d2 D , ~27!
wherec represents the initial direction of rotational vecto
f andu represent the initial orientation of molecules,b rep-













































1914 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 T. Tokumasu and Y. MatsumotoIn the previous study,23,24 the collision cross section i
determined so that the viscosity cross section is consis
with that obtained by the realistic intermolecular potential
order to calculate the temperature dependence of the vis
ity coefficient accurately. In the present paper, therefore,
collision cross section is determined so that the visco
cross section of the DMC model is consistent with that o
tained by Eq.~26! and the realistic potential defined in Se
II A. For that purpose, it is necessary to estimateQm in Eq.
~26! at a certain combination of translational and rotatio
energy accurately. In the case of diatomic molecules, h
ever, it is impossible to integrate Eq.~26! analytically be-
cause the relationship between the scattering anglex or the
energy after collisionetr8 , er18 , er28 and the initial condition is
very complicated. For this reason,Qm is calculated by the
Monte Carlo evaluation of integrals22 using the MD simula-









2sin2 x i Ddt, ~28!
whereN is the number of data. This viscosity cross sect
Qm,MD converges whenbmax is greater so that the effect o
potential is neglected.
In the DMC model, the isotropic scattering is assum
like the Variable Hard Sphere~VHS! model23 for simplicity.






The radius of the total collision cross sectiondt(etr ,er1,er2)
is defined asd from Eq.~28! and Eq.~29! so that the viscos-
ity cross section calculated by the DSMC method is con




and the total collision cross sectionStotal is defined by
Stotal5pdt
2 . ~31!
The radius of the total collision cross section against tra
lational energy,Ttr is shown in Fig. 10. As shown in thi
figure, it is found that the total collision cross section d
creases as the translational energy increases and it cha
depending on not only the translational energy but also r
tional energy. The effect of rotational energy is greater as
translational energy decreases.
When the MD data with impact parameters less thandt
are considered to construct the probability density funct
of energy after collision, it turns out that the shape of t
probability density function of energy after collision is sim

















easily estimated that a large number of collisions at wh
the energy is hardly transferred are considered if these
data are used. If the probability density function is defin
using these data, the efficiency of calculation becomes sm
because many collisions at which the energy is hardly tra
ferred must be calculated in the DSMC simulation. In t
present paper, therefore, the inelastic cross section is de
in order to make the simulation time small.
Let’s consider the value




This value converges asd→bmax. In the present paper, th
radius of inelastic cross sectiondi is defined as the cutof
impact parameter at whichQtr becomes 95% of the con
verged value. The inelastic cross sectionSinel is defined by
Sinel5pdi
2 . ~33!
The radius of the inelastic collision cross section agai
translational energy,Ttr , is shown in Fig. 11. As shown in
FIG. 10. The radius of total cross section against translational energy.
dius of total collision cross section is reduced bysa . The results of 78
combinations of rotational energy are plotted per each translational ene
FIG. 11. The radius of inelastic cross section against translational ene
Radius of inelastic collision cross section is reduced bysa . The results of
78 combinations of rotational energy are plotted per each translationa












1915Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 DMC Model for Rarefied Gas Flow simulations by DSMCthis figure, it is found that the difference between the inel
tic collision cross section and total cross section increase
the translational energy decreases. It is also found that
inelastic cross section decreases as the translational en
increases and it changes depending on not only the tran
tional energy but also the rotational energy like the to
collision cross section. These cross sections, howe
change complicatedly as the initial translational energyetr ,
and rotational energyer1 or er2 are changed. In the DSMC


























parameters beforehand. Consider that the combination o




where the combinations of energy, (etrl ,er1l ,er2l) and
(etru ,er1u ,er2u) are those calculated in Sec. II. The radii
collision cross section,dt and di , are calculated, respec
tively, asdt,i~etr ,er1 ,er2!5wtrlwr1lwr2l dt,i~etrl ,er1l ,er2l !1wtrlwr1lwr2u dt,i~etrl ,er1l ,er2u!1wtrlwr1uwr2l dt,i~etrl ,er1u ,er2l !
1wtrlwr1uwr2u dt,i~etrl ,er1u ,er2u!1wtruwr1lwr2l dt,i~etru ,er1l ,er2l !1wtruwr1lwr2u dt,i~etru ,er1l ,er2u!

































In the case where the combination of initial energy is out
the table, these values are determined by using these va
at Ttr5Tr15Tr252000 K. Since this collision seldom occu
at the range of temperature, the effect of this procedur
very small.
B. The probability density functions of translational
and rotational energy after collision
Considering the data for which impact parameters
less than the radius of inelastic collision cross section, i
found that the probability density functions of translation
and rotational energy after collision have similar figures
all simulated conditions as shown in Sec. II D. They ha
their peaks near the initial energy and they decrease e
nentially with a long tail. In the DMC model, the probabilit
density function of energy after collision is constructed
fitting the shape of the MD result using the following exp
nential function:
F~e8!5H Al exp$2Bl~ei2e8!%: left sideAr exp$2Br~e82ei !%: right side, ~38!
whereei is the initial translational, rotational 1 or 2 energ
and e8 is the translational, rotational 1 or 2 energy aft
collision. The parametersAl , Ar , Bl andBr are determined
so that the characteristic values of the probability den
function obtained by the MD simulation can be calculated











probabilities,Pl andPr , and the deviations,s l ands r , are
selected as the characteristic values. The probabilitiesPl and




























whereNl is the number of molecules in which the ener
after collision is less thanei , andNr is the number of mol-
ecules in which the energy after collision is greater thanei .
Pl or Pr is the probability that the energy is less or grea
than the initial value, respectively.s l
2 , s r
2 is the deviation of
the left and right side of the distribution, respectively. T
parameters,Al , Ar , Bl and Br are determined so that th




















wherea is defined as 0 for the parameters of translatio
energy and2etot for the parameters of rotational 1 or
energy.Pl , Pr , s l and s r of each degree of freedom ar
calculated at each combination of initial energ
(Ttr ,Tr1 ,Tr2). One of these results is shown in Fig. 12.
this figures r
2 of translational energy is plotted by the thre
dimensional contour at the interval of 2.0«a

































1916 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 T. Tokumasu and Y. Matsumotorepresent the initial translational energyTtr , rotational 1 en-
ergy Tr1 and 2Tr2, respectively. As shown in this figure,s r
increases asTtr increases at high rotational energy. Howev
s r
2 is less independent ofTtr at low rotational energy than a
high energy. As shown in this figure,s r
2 varies complicat-
edly as a function of the initial translational and rotation
energy and it is impossible to represent this value as
fundamental function ofetr , er1 ander2.
In the DSMC simulation, it is also convenient to calc
late and tabulate these parameters beforehand like the c
sion cross sections. The calculation time, however, beco
very large if the parametersPl , Pr , s l and s r are used
directly because Eqs.~41! and~42! must be calculated by th
iterative method. For this reason,Al ,r andBl ,r at each com-
bination of initial energy are calculated beforehand by E









These relations correspond to Eqs.~41! and ~42! when the
integral range is (2`,`). The values ofPl8 , Pr8 , s l8 ands r8
of the three degrees of freedom~total of 12 parameters at on
combination of initial energy! are tabulated and the param
eters of model functionAl ,r and Bl ,r are calculated by Eq
~43! using linear interpolation like the collision cross se
tions. In the case where the combination of initial energy
out of the table, these values are determined by using th
values atTtr5Tr15Tr252000 K like the collision cross sec
tions.
To ensure that the total energy is conserved, the t
energyetot is calculated as
etot52etr1er11er2 ~44!
and the energy of each degree of freedom after the collis
are redistributed as follows:
FIG. 12. The three dimensional contour of the right side deviation of pr
ability density function of translational energy,s r
2 . The tree axis represent
the initial translational energy,etr the rotational 1 and 2 energy,er1 ander2,
respectively. Deviation is reduced by«a
2 . The contours are plotted a










• The relative translational energyetr8 is determined using
Eq. ~38!.
• The rest of the energy,erest, is calculated by subtractingetr8
from etot . The rotational 1 energyer18 is determined from Eq.
~38! by substitutingetot in Eqs.~41! and ~42! with erest.
• The rotational 2 energy is determined by subtractingetr8
ander18 from etot .
It is necessary to control the random numberR in order
to exclude the probabilities that the energy after collisi
gets a negative value or that the energy after collision
greater than the rest of energy,erest. The probability,S1 , that






and the probability,S2 , that the energy after the collision i





5H Pr8 exp$2Br~erest2ei !%: ei,erest
Pl81Pr82Pl8 exp$2Bl~ei2erest!%: ei.erest.
~46!
In this paper, the random number is controlled as follows
as to avoid these probabilities,
Rc5~Pl81Pr82S12S2!R1S1 . ~47!
Using these equations, the rotational energy after collis
takes a negative value becausea in Eq. ~45! becomes a nega
tive value in the case of rotational energy. In this case
absolute value of this energy is regarded as the rotatio
energy after collision. Figure 13 shows the probability de
sity function of translational and rotational energy after c
lision by using this model. The calculation condition isTtr
5400 K, Tr15400 K andTr25600 K. The bold lines repre-
-
FIG. 13. The energy after collision compared between the DSMC and
calculation. The combination of initial energy isTtr5400 K, Tr15400 K and
Tr25600 K. Energy is reduced by«a and probability density function by





































1917Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 DMC Model for Rarefied Gas Flow simulations by DSMCsent the DSMC results and the dash lines represent the
results. As shown in this figure, the results using this mo
agree well with the MD data.
IV. VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL
A. The translational and rotational energy
distributions at the equilibrium condition
The translational and rotational energy distributions
the equilibrium condition are calculated using the DM
model and the results are compared with theoretical one
the DSMC simulation, the null-collision method17 is used to
estimate the collision number. At the equilibrium conditio







expS 2 etrkTD , ~48!
and, since only the rotational degree of freedom is con
ered and quantum effect is neglected, the rotational energ





expS 2 erotkTD . ~49!
As an initial condition, translational energy of each gas m
ecules is given to 1.5kT and rotational energykT ~the initial
energy distributions become thed-function!. The simulation
is carried out until the energy of the system reaches a ste
state. This simulation is carried out in the range of tempe
ture from 300 K to 700 K. The pressure is 1.0133105 Pa and
the volume is controlled so that the number of moleculesN,
becomes 7338. The results are in good agreement with
oretical results. The typical result is shown in Fig. 14. T
solid lines denote the theoretical distribution. The op
circles represent the translational energy distribution and
open squares represent the rotational energy distribution
FIG. 14. The energy distribution at equilibrium condition atT5300 K.
Energy is reduced by 2kT and probability density function by 1/2kT. s:
translational energy distribution by DSMC simulation;h: rotational energy














culated using the DMC model. As shown in this figure, t
simulated values agree well with the theoretical values.
B. Rotational relaxation of nitrogen through normal
shock wave
To make sure of the accuracy of this model for noneq
librium rarefied gas flows, the rotational relaxation of nitr
gen through a normal shock wave is examined and the
sults are compared with experimental results by Robben
Talbot.10 The coordinate system moves with the wavefro
Thex-axis is defined as the direction of the flow. The calc
lation domain is divided into 201 cells in thex-direction.
Initially, the upstream temperature,Tin , upstream pres-
sure, Pin , upstream Mach number,M in , are given. The
downstream temperature,Tout, downstream pressure,Pout,
flow velocities,uin , uout, number densities,nin andnout and
densitiesr in androut are calculated from the equation of sta
as
Pin5ninkTin , Pout5noutkTout, ~50!




, cin5Ak Pinr in, ~51!


















5F11 2kk11 ~M in2 21!G3F12 2k11 S 12 1M in2 D G ,
~54!
wherek51.4 is the ratio of specific heats.
The initial number of molecules in the upstream doma
Nin , and the downstream domain,Nout, are given as
Nin5 intS nin L2 SaD , Nout5 intS noutL2 SaD , ~55!
whereL denotes the length of the calculation domain andSa
denotes the area. The molecule is randomly distributed at
upstream equilibrium condition in the range of2L/2,x
,0 and at the downstream equilibrium condition in t
range of 0,x,L/2. The initial velocities in they- and
z-directions are given as the thermal velocities and the ini
velocity in the x-direction in the upstream or downstrea
region is given by adding the thermal velocity and the flo
velocity of each domain. The initial rotational energy is d
tributed by Eq.~49! of each temperature. During the simul
tion, the number of molecules which enter the upstre




































whereK(x)5@exp(2x2)2Apx$11erf(x)%#, erf(x) is the er-
ror function andb in is given asb in5Am/2kTin. The velocity
and rotational energy of these molecules are given as
same values as those of the initial conditions. The calcula
is carried out until the shock front comes to a stable st
and then a property is sampled. In this paper, the positio
the shock front is controlled by making the velocity at t
center of the calculation domain equal toa* 5Auinuout.
The simulations of the rotational relaxation of nitrog
through low and high Mach number shock waves (M in
51.71, 7.00 and 12.9! are performed. The profiles of nor
malized number densityn̄5(n2nin)/(nout2nin) and transla-
tional temperature in thex direction,T̄tr,x , that in they ~or z!
direction,T̄tr,yz and rotational temperatureT̄rot are shown in
the upper figure of Figs. 15–17. The normalized tempera
FIG. 15. Shock profiles of one dimensional normal shock wave comp
with experimental results. Calculation conditions areM in51.71, Tin
5202.66 K,Pin57.4030 Pa,Sa53.00310
216 m2 andL520.00l in . Upper:
number density and temperature profiles; lower: rotational energy distr





is obtained asT̄5(T2Tin)/(Tout2Tin) and the temperature




















N ( erot , ~58!
whereN is the number of molecules including in each ce
In these figures, these results are compared with the exp
mental results of Robben and Talbot,10 wherex is normalized
by the upstream mean free pathl in . The calculation condi-
tions are shown in the caption of each figure. The fill
squares represent the profile of normalized number den
and the filled circles represent the profile of normalized
tational temperature. The calculation results agree well w
the experimental results except for the initial rise in the
tational temperature at a low upstream temperature
CTC-DSMC result.13
The relaxation of the rotational energy distributio
y(ER) is shown in the lower figure of Figs. 15–17 for Mac
1.71, 7.0 and 12.9 shock waves, respectively, as comp
with the experimental data. The symbols in the lower figu
d
u-
FIG. 16. Shock profiles of one dimensional normal shock wave compa
with experimental results. Calculation conditions areM in57.00, Tin
528.37 K, Pin50.3704 Pa,Sa53.00310
216 m2 and L510.00l in . Upper:
number density and temperature profiles; lower: rotational energy distr






























































1919Phys. Fluids, Vol. 11, No. 7, July 1999 DMC Model for Rarefied Gas Flow simulations by DSMCof Figs. 15–17 represents the experimental results of Ref
and the lines represent the calculation results. The en
distributions are plotted at the five points shown in the up
figure, wherey(ER) represents the population of molecul
with rotational energy betweenER andER1DER . The sta-
tistical errors of the calculation results are very small co
pared with the results of the CTC-DSMC method13 because
the calculation time of this program is much smaller than
CTC-DSMC method and larger amount of molecules can
sampled. The tendency of the calculation results is very s
lar to that of the CTC-DSMC method. At a low Mach num
ber, M in51.71, the plots indicate almost straight lines.
high Mach numbers,M in57.0, and 12.9, the plots reproduc
well the experimentally observed bimodal form. The ro
tional energy distribution agrees well with the experimen
data except at a low upstream temperature in the lower
16 like the upper figure. The reason is that the equilibri
condition is assumed at the upstream boundary condition
though the experimental condition is not an equilibrium co
dition. These results show that this model can calculate n
equilibrium flows like shock waves very well.
V. CONCLUSION
The inelastic collision of diatomic molecules is sim
lated using the Molecular Dynamics method and the res
FIG. 17. Shock profiles of one dimensional normal shock wave comp
with experimental results. Calculation conditions areM in512.9, Tin
58.92 K, Pin50.1014 Pa,Sa53.00310
216 m2 and L510.00l in . Upper:
number density and temperature profiles; lower: rotational energy distr














are analyzed in detail. The intermolecular potential used
this simulation is the combination of the interatom
Lennard-Jones potential. The potential parameters (sa ,«a)
are determined by comparing them with the intermolecu
potential based onab initio calculation.
These results show that the amount of energy transfe
during the collision is the complicated function of not on
the initial translational and rotational energy but also t
initial orientation of molecules, the direction of the rotation
vector and the impact parameter. However, the probab
density function of energy after collision at a certain com
nation of initial energy has a similar shape. They have th
peaks at the initial energy and long tails on both sides. T
shape of this function is approximated by an exponen
one. The probability density functions are characterized
the initial energy, the probabilites and the deviations.
Using the large amount of data obtained by the M
simulation, the DMC model is constructed. The database
total and inelastic collision cross sections,dt di , the prob-
abilities, Pl , Pr and deviationss l and s r are obtained.
Those parameters are defined as a function of only the in
translational and rotational energy.
The validity of the DMC model is verified by simulatin
the translational and rotational energy distributions at
equilibrium condition and the rotational relaxation of nitr
gen through normal shock wave. The results are in go
agreement with experimental and theoretical results. Con
quently, the collision of diatomic molecules can be acc
rately predicted using the DMC model.
The database of the radius of total collision cross s
tion, dt , inelastic collision cross section,di , the left and
right side probabilities of the probability density function
energy after collision,Pl , Pr and the left and right side
deviations,s l , s r can be obtained on an anonymous ftp s
at http://medusa.t.u-tokyo.ac.jp/toku/table/.
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